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Starting from Square Two Jul 21 2021 When her single girlfriends decide that it is time for her to brave the
often confusing world of dating, young widow Gert Healy finds herself searching for a second chance at love
amidst the leather-jacketed and miniskirted crowds. Original. 100,000 first printing.
As Seen on TV Sep 10 2020 When Sunny Langstein decides to pack up her Florida life and move in with her
boyfriend in Manhattan, her big sister isn't thrilled. What modern-day twenty-four-year-old leaves her
promising career, fabulous friends and perfect underground parking spot with accompanying convertible
for…a guy? Only, Sunny has an additional incentive: the chance to star on Party Girls, the latest realitytelevision show. True, she might become a national laughingstock and it pays nothing, BUT it's a job—a job in
Manhattan. She'll get to be with her boyfriend, Steve. Okay, so she can't tell anyone she isn't single—but with
freebie designer clothes, alpha-beta peels and coconut-cream pedicures to make her transformation into a
made-for-TV single girl complete…she can't lose! But when the show's premiere plunges Sunny into a media
frenzy of talk shows, tampon endorsements, TV heartthrobs and S&M toys, how long will it take for Sunny to
lose track of where she ends and her alter ego, Sunny Lang the Über Fashionista Single Superstar, begins?
Amongst the Liberal Elite Aug 10 2020 Getting woke is hard. As this couple is discovering under 45's regime,
it takes more than listening to NPR on our daily commutes and watching Jon Stewart cameos on our phones in
bed while we sip craft beer from artisanal glassware made by at-risk women on another continent to make us
global citizens. That won't stop Alexandra and Michael from trying, though. Based on the successful
McSweeney's column,Amongst the Liberal Elitetakes readers on a cross-country road trip with Alex and
Michael, romantic partners whose voices will resonate with fans of shows such asPortlandia,Parks and
Recreation,Full Frontal with Samantha Bee, andLast Week Tonight with John Oliver. The couple decides to use
their tax refund to reconnect with their fellow Americans via a cross-country road trip and, more specifically,
better understand how Trump won the election. In a quest to visit The World's Largest Frying Pan (of which
there are six in the U.S.) Alex and Michael embark on a journey marked with personal and societal realizations.
Arguments about topics ranging from mom-shaming to misogyny related to their pet cat, unsuccessful
attempts at yoga meditations in small spaces, and anticlimactic touristic attractions that deepen their gloom
about the nation, bring Alex and Michael clarity about what it means to resist.Amongst the Liberal Eliteis the
political satire we've all been waiting for-one that offers comic relief from ourselves.
The Journal of Mortifying Moments Mar 05 2020 Ever revealed your true feelings about your best-friend's ex,
only to have them get back together? Or discovered that the looks of admiration you've been getting because
of your sexy new outfit are really because you've got your skirt tucked in to your knickers? This book is for
you. Kerry Spence is stuck in a dead end ad-agency job and a holding pattern with an ex-boyfriend who won't
quite stay ex. Every time she lets the 'gorgeous Sam' back into her bed, Kerry swears it's the last but
somehow she can't resist. Everyone has an opinion about what Kerry's next move should be. Her mother
thinks handsome, successful Sam may be 'the best she can do'. Kerry's favourite self-help book says that she
needs to find inner peace before she finds Mr Right, and her friends think the road to fulfilment should be
paved with more mojitos. Meanwhile Kerry's therapist recommends that she keep a 'diary of past encounters
with men that may be contributing to a dysfunctional quasi-relationship' - or, as Kerry sees it, a journal of
mortifying moments. In these pages, amid the laugh-out-loud hilarity of Kerry's exploits, emerges the story of
a woman who needs to learn how to stop trying.
The Star Woman Jun 07 2020 Karen Danburn has always known she was adopted. But on her 18th birthday
she is told she was born on a planet orbiting a far star. She is given three gifts: a tiara, body suit, and car.
Each has almost magical powers.So begins The Star Woman. It chronicles the first few years when Karen
learns how to use her powers, first as a Marine Ranger, then as a covert crime fighter and guardian of the
helpless everywhere
The Angel of the Crows Jan 03 2020 This is not the story you think it is. These are not the characters you think
they are. This is not the book you are expecting. London 1888. Angels inhabit every public building, and
vampires and werewolves walk the streets with human beings in a well-regulated truce. A utopia, except for
one thing: Angels can Fall, and that Fall is like a nuclear bomb in both the physical and metaphysical worlds.
Dr J. Doyle returns to London having been wounded in Afghanistan by a Fallen, and finds himself lodging in
Baker Street with the enigmatic angel Crow. But living with a rogue angel is not so easy; the pair find
themselves drawn into the supernatural and criminal worlds of London, from a man kidnapped by a vampire
nest to Jack the Ripper's horrific murders. Besides Doyle's nightmares, there is the lingering worry that Crow
might Fall... “The Angel of the Crows is an entertaining ride–a compelling fantasy mystery set in an alternate
but startlingly familiar Victorian London. You’ve been here before–not.” –Tim Powers “This tale takes flight in

ways that are dark and rich and wholly unexpected. Quite simply, I loved it.” –John Scalzi
Going Vintage Jul 09 2020 When sixteen-year-old Mallory learns that her boyfriend, Jeremy, is cheating on her
with his cyber "wife," she rebels against technology by following her grandmother's list of goals from 1962,
with help from her younger sister, Ginnie.
Break My Heart 1,000 Times Oct 31 2019 Living in the aftermath of the Event means that seeing the dead is
now a part of life, but Veronica wishes that the ghosts would just move on. Instead, the ghosts aren't
disappearing-they're gaining power. When Veronica and her friend, Kirk, decide to investigate why, they
stumble upon a sinister plot. One of Veronica's high school teachers is crippled by the fact that his dead
daughter has never returned as a ghost. Veronica seems like the perfect body to host her. And even if he's
wrong, what's the harm in creating one more ghost? From critically acclaimed Generation Dead author Daniel
Waters, comes a delectably creepy and suspenseful thriller. Break My Heart 1,000 Times will leave readers
with the chills. Or is that a ghost reading over the page?
Wasted Pretty May 19 2021 Wasted Pretty is about a sixteen-year-old girl who has to deal with wanted and
unwanted attention when she inadvertently goes from blending in to standing out.
Anything to Have You Jun 19 2021 Natalie and Brooke are best friends until one crazy night when Natalie
crosses the line with Brooke's boyfriend, leading to a severe test of their friendship and leaving them asking
questions about each other. Original.
Toot & Puddle Jun 27 2019 Toot and Puddle are best friends with very different interests, so when Toot
spends the year travelling around the world, Puddle enjoys receiving his postcards.
Torn Between Two Lovers Feb 25 2022 "Delves into the romantic conflicts of these Richmond Virginians with a
robust relish and soap-opera intense insights." —Publishers Weekly One of Richmond, Virginia's, hottest, most
successful women, plus-sized diva Loraine Farrow finally wants to settle down with her husband, Leon, and
focus on her marriage. Trouble is, her ex-lover, Michael, isn't about to let her go so easily. But things aren't so
simple with Leon either. Painful issues from his childhood are starting to surface in the bedroom. Leon's
seeing a therapist, but what he's uncovering could destroy their marriage for good—unless Michael does it
first. As Loraine deals with her relationship drama, her best friend, Jerome, is left alone to deal with Peter, a
stalker who will stop at nothing to destroy him. Now, four indomitable people torn between love and lust,
secrets and lies, will have some momentous decisions to make. "Weber fills his books with lifelike
characters—flawed, confused, frustrated, and sometimes plus-sized." —Booklist
From the Campaign Trail or Thereabouts Mar 29 2022 From the Campaign Trail or Thereabouts is the story of
two insulated Upper West Side journalists, Harold Carlyle, a self-serving, incompetent reporter desperate to
save both his career and marriage, and his wife, Pattie, an observant, sharp-tongued, and successful
television critic. When Harold is assigned to cover the 2016 Presidential Election, he devises a scheme to save
his marriage by taking Pattie with him across the country. From the Campaign Trail or Thereabouts dives into
the contradictory, divided, and all-too-often unsettling state of the union. Like Huck Finn meets Game Change,
the novel examines the politicians and popular figures who played starring roles in 2016 and holds up a mirror
to the electorate that ultimately made Trumpism possible.
Scenes from a Holiday May 31 2022 A trio of absolutely fabulous stories of holiday madness and mayhem
includes Laurie Graff's "The Eight Dates of Hannukkah," in which singles-event planner Nicki Heller, after a
blow to the head, is forced to endure a hellish round of dating during Hannukkah. Original. 60,000 first
printing.
Things I Can't Explain Jan 27 2022 A complete re-imagining of the 1990s television hit Clarissa Explains it All
as 20-something Clarissa tries to navigate the unemployment line, mompreneurs and the collision of two
people in love. She was a smart, snappy, light-hearted girl who knew it all at fourteen and let television
audiences everywhere know it. Now a woman in her late twenties, her searching blue eyes are more serious,
but mostly amused by the people around her. The gap-toothed smile that made her seem younger than she
really was is gone, but she still lightens up the room. Her unpredictable wardrobe rocks just like when she was
a kid, but her fashion sense has evolved and it makes men and women turn their heads. After leaving high
school early, Clarissa interned at the Daily Post while attending night school. At the ripe old age of twentytwo she had it made - her own journalism beat (fashion, gender politics and crime), an affordable apartment in
FiDi and a livable wage. She was so totally ahead of the game. Ah, those were the days! All three of them.
Remember the Stock Market Crash of 08? Remember when people actually bought newspapers? All of
Clarissa's charming obsessions, charts, graphs, and superstitions have survived into adulthood, but they've
evolved into an ever-greater need to claw the world back under control. Her mid-twenties crisis has left her
with a whole set of things she can't explain: an ex-boyfriend turned stalker, her parents' divorce, a micro
relationship with the cute coffee guy, java addiction, "To-Flue Glue," and then there's Sam. Where's Sam
anyway? Things I Can't Explain is about knowing it all in your teens and then feeling like you know nothing in
your twenties. It is an entertaining and must-read sequel to all fans of Mitchell Kriegman's Nickelodeon TV
show,Clarissa Explains It All.
The Pleasure of My Company Dec 14 2020 From the bestselling author of Shopgirl comes the tender story of a
troubled man who finds love, and life, in the most unexpected place. Daniel resides in his Santa Monica
apartment, living much of his life as a bystander: He watches from his window as the world goes by, and his
only relationships seem to be with people who barely know he exists. He passes the time idly filling out
contest applications, counting ceiling tiles, and estimating the wattage of light bulbs. It is through Daniel's
growing attachment to Clarissa, and to Teddy, that he finally gains the courage to begin to engage the world
outside, and in doing so, he discovers love, and life, in the most surprising places. Filled with his trademark
humor, tenderness, and out and out hilarious wordplay, The Pleasure of My Company is a tour de force sure to
delight all of Steve Martin's fans.
Daddy's Girls Apr 05 2020 "I THINK ONE OF DADDY'S LITTLE GIRLS KILLED HIM." For the four glamorous

daughters of Lord Oswald Balcon, money can buy anything. From Fendi handbags to Ivy League educations,
they live in a world of designer labels and unrestricted opulence -- their father's money and aristocratic
status, coupled with their dazzling good looks, bought them every opportunity and advantage. They are
beautiful, blond, and barely thirty, and the world is their luxury playground. Venetia, the sophisticated interior
designer, has booming professional success but is desperate for a child and an escape from a loveless
marriage. Camilla, the rising political star, is too brilliant and ambitious for any of her unworthy lovers to
handle. Sweet yet savvy Cate is living out her ultimate dream, launching her own magazine, with an all-toohandsome business partner. The baby of the family, Serena, is one of the country's most beautiful actresses,
on the cusp of international stardom, but her party-girl lifestyle is bringing about more scandal than success.
The girls are the darlings of the London paparazzi, but when Lord Balcon turns up dead, the shadow of
suspicion falls on his four daughters. A jealous tyrant, Daddy has tried to bring his daughters down all their
lives. These four women -- at the top of their careers in show business, publishing, interior design, and politics
-- must face an awful accusation, and each other, as they try to discover the truth that lies beneath the glossy
surface of their lives. The facade of the Balcon family hides a web of deceit and betrayal, in which a thirty-yearold secret lurks, threatening to destroy them all. From the sun-drenched beaches of the Caribbean to
Manhattan's elite society circuit, from the exclusive fashion houses of Milan to the star-studded streets of
Cannes, the Balcon sisters play out their lives in a whirl of glitz and the ultra chic. But as tragedy and danger
stalk every one of them, the scene is set for a stunning climax.
Starting from Square Two Apr 29 2022 Gert Healy thought she was finished with dating. She thought she'd be
picking out strollers and booties for the children she and her husband were planning to have. Instead, she's
mourning his loss and coming to terms with being a widow at twenty-nine.It's been over a year now, and her
friends have convinced her it's time to get back into the swing of things (even though looking for love is the
last thing she wants to do). Although they've developed many a dating rule between them, now that Gert's a
part of their single-girl crew, she's beginning to realize they don't know the first thing about men. Of course,
Gert doesn't know the first thing about dating, since she married her college sweetheart, so maybe joining
forces will work out after all. But does Gert have it in her to fight her way through the leather-jacketed and
miniskirted crowds in search of a second miracle?It's back to square one on everything. Well, actually she's
done it all before. Square two, then.
Nature of Jade Nov 12 2020 A girl grappling with Panic Disorder finds comfort—and love—with a boy who is
hiding a terrible secret in this poignant and romantic novel from Printz Honor medal winner and National Book
Award finalist Deb Caletti. Jade DeLuna is too young to die. She knows this, and yet she can’t quite believe it,
especially when the terrifying thoughts, loss of breath, and dizzy feelings come. Since being diagnosed with
Panic Disorder, she’s trying her best to stay calm, and visiting the elephants at the nearby zoo seems to help.
That’s why Jade keeps the live zoo webcam on in her room, and that’s where she first sees the boy in the red
jacket. A boy who stops to watch the elephants. A boy carrying a baby. His name is Sebastian, and he is
raising his son alone. Jade is drawn into Sebastian’s cozy life with his son and his activist grandmother on
their Seattle houseboat, and before she knows it, she’s in love. Jade knows the situation is beyond
complicated, but she hasn’t felt this safe in a long time. And she owes it to Sebastian, her boy with the great
heart. Her boy who is hiding a terrible secret. A secret that will force Jade to decide between what is right, and
what feels right…
State of the Union Sep 30 2019 These three one-acts, first presented at the Manhattan Punch Line Theatre,
deliver stressed-out characters into hilarious situations about the contradictions and pitfalls of relationships.
In each of the three plays, one-liners and laughs abound as men an
The Best of Us Feb 02 2020 The San Francisco Chronicle's Best of the Year List Indie Next Pick "For Reading
Groups" From New York Times bestselling author Joyce Maynard, a memoir about discovering strength in the
midst of great loss--"heart wrenching, inspiring, full of joy and tears and life." (Anne Lamott) In 2011, when
she was in her late fifties, beloved author and journalist Joyce Maynard met the first true partner she had ever
known. Jim wore a rakish hat over a good head of hair; he asked real questions and gave real answers; he
loved to see Joyce shine, both in and out of the spotlight; and he didn't mind the mess she made in the
kitchen. He was not the husband Joyce imagined, but he quickly became the partner she had always dreamed
of. Before they met, both had believed they were done with marriage, and even after they married, Joyce
resolved that no one could alter her course of determined independence. Then, just after their one-year
wedding anniversary, her new husband was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer. During the nineteen months
that followed, as they battled his illness together, she discovered for the first time what it really meant to be a
couple--to be a true partner and to have one. This is their story. Charting the course through their whirlwind
romance, a marriage cut short by tragedy, and Joyce's return to singleness on new terms, The Best of Us is a
heart-wrenching, ultimately life-affirming reflection on coming to understand true love through the experience
of great loss.
Sellevision Apr 17 2021 'Sellevision' is America's premier retail broadcasting network, and presenter Max
Andrews is the jewel in its broadcasting crown. But when the handsome (and lonely and gay) Max accidentally
exposes himself in front of sixty million kids the channel faces its biggest scandal. No-one at the network will
emerge untarnished as a result of Max's gaping bathrobe during the Slumber Sunday Sundown slot...
Conversations with the Fat Girl Mar 17 2021 Liza Palmer will have readers cheering as she explores
friendship, true love, and self-acceptance in this "engaging and poignant" (Jennifer Weiner) novel. Everyone
seems to be getting on with their lives except Maggie. At twenty-seven, she's still serving coffee at Joe's while
her friends are getting married, having babies, and thriving in their careers. And now Olivia, Maggie's best
friend since grade school, is getting married too. The man in Maggie's life? Well there isn't one, except the guy
she has a crush on, Domenic, who works with her at the coffee shop. Oh, and her dog, Solo (the name says it
all). When Olivia comes to town and asks Maggie to be her maid of honor, Maggie is thrilled... but she can't

help comparing herself to the new and "improved" Olivia. Way back then, they befriended each other because
they both struggled with their weight. Now grown up, Maggie is still shopping in the "women's section" while
Olivia went and had gastric-bypass surgery in search of the elusive size 2. But as the wedding nears, Olivia's
seemingly perfect life starts to unravel, and Maggie realizes that happiness might not be tied to a number on
the scale. In this wonderful novel, Liza Palmer is both witty and wise, giving a voice to women everywhere who
have ever wished they could stop obsessing... and start living. "Kudos to Liza Palmer." -- People "Palmer's
likable characters and snappy dialogue make this novel stand out from the crowd." -- Booklist "In a word:
genuine." -- Herald Sun
The Voice in My Head Nov 24 2021 She can feel sorry for herself. Or she can listen…to the voice in her head.
For Indigo Phillips, life has always been about basking in the shadow of her identical twin, Violet—the
perfectly dressed, gentle, popular sister. The only problem the girls had in their lives was the occasional chaos
that came with being part of the Phillips family brood. But when Violet becomes terminally ill and plans to die
on her own terms via medically assisted death, Indigo spirals into desperation in her efforts to cope. That’s
when she begins to hear a mysterious voice—a voice claiming to be God. The Voice insists that if she takes
Violet to a remote rock formation in the Arizona desert, her sister will live. Incredibly, Violet agrees to go—if
their dysfunctional family tags along for the ride. With all nine members stuffed into a wonky old paratransit
bus, including their controlling older sister and distant mother, Indigo must find a way to face insecurities
she’s spent a lifetime masking and step up to lead the trip. As she deals with outrageous mishaps, strange
lodgings and even stranger folks along the way, Indigo will figure out how to come to terms with her sister,
her family…and the voice in her head.
I Am "Why Do I Need Venmo?" Years Old Dec 02 2019 Whether you're "WTF is TikTok" years old, "seeing all
teenagers as potential babysitters" years old, or "saw something you had as a child in an antique store" years
old, it's time to admit it. You're old. In I Am "Why Do I Need Venmo?" Years Old, Janine Annett and Ali Solomon
chronicle the trials and tribulations of getting older, touching on themes from technology and pop-culture to
fashion and body image with comics such as: I am "super into dogs and clogs" years old. I am "excited about
composting" years old. I am "texting about the carpool" years old. I am "wow, LL Bean has a lot of cool clothes
now" years old. I am "can't digest cheese" years old. I am "hurt myself putting on pants" years old. Endearing
and relatable, hilarious and accurate, it's the perfect book to buy yourself, your friend, or your sister as a
reminder that we're not alone in this journey toward ergonomic backpacks, getting excited about home
renovations, and becoming our mothers.
Seeing Me Naked Aug 29 2019 Elisabeth Page is the daughter of Ben Page, yes, that's right, THE world
famous novelist. And yes, she's also the sister of Rascal Page, world famous novelist in his own right. So what
does Elisabeth do? Much to her family's disappointment, Elisabeth is a pastry chef. And a pretty damn good
one, at Beverly, the hottest restaurant in LA. The last relationship Elisabeth had was with Will, a man she grew
up with and whose family ran in the same social circles as her family. But Will's constant jaunts around the
world have left her lonely and brokenhearted in L.A. That is until Daniel Sullivan bids on one of Elisabeth's
pastry tutorials at a charity auction. Daniel is everything her family is not: a basketball coach, a nonintellectual, his family doesn't summer on Martha's Vineyard, and the only metaphors he uses are about
passing the ball and being a team player. But somehow they fit. Between her family, Will, and the new cooking
show that Elisabeth is recruited to star in, Elisabeth's life is suddenly incredibly new and different--the
question is, can she embrace being happy or has her family conditioned her to think she's just not good
enough? Liza Palmer expertly depicts a woman trying to come to terms with professional success, personal
success, and finally dealing with a family that might love her from the bottom of their heart but doesn't
necessarily have her best interest always at heart.
Midnight Blue Jul 29 2019 Amsterdam 1654: a dangerous secret threatens to destroy a young widow’s new
life.
Say No to Placenta Pics Dec 26 2021 Two Best Friends Make It through a Pregnancy, with All its Gut-Busting
Hilarity and Gross Bits Maternity isn’t all sunshine and rainbows and natural glows. It’s also elastic
waistbands, hot flashes, and throbbing breasts! When Jillian Parsons’s best friend forever, Allison Baerken,
finds herself knocked up, both women are thrown into a nine-month roller coaster ride of emotions—even
though only one of them is pregnant. Say No to Placenta Pics is the ultimate BFF’s uncensored, tell-all guide
to the down and dirty of pregnancy for all badass moms-to-be (and their nonpregnant friends watching from
the side lines) who desperately need a joke over the next nine months. Together, Allison and Jillian ride the
learning curves from first trimester to after birth, rejecting standard pregnancy fluff in self-help books ,
exploring the issues about mother-to-be-hood no one else seems to have the guts to: The anti-sex appeal of
maternity negligÃ©es Surviving the high school experience of online mommy groups Resisting the urge to
overshare on Facebook Executing the right angles on a maternity photo shoot Listening to yet another birth
story from a stranger Witty, tongue-in-cheek, and fearlessly relatable, Say No to Placenta Pics is the realest
girl talk between two women who deliver a satirical breakdown of modern-day maternity and what it means to
be, and not to be, a Mom
A Trip To The Stars Oct 24 2021 "A Trip to the Stars" begins in Manhattan when ten-year-old Loren is
kidnapped from his young adoptive aunt, Mala, and over the next 15 years travels to realms both real and
imaginary. Fusing imagination, scholarship, and suspense with remarkable narrative skill, Christopher creates
an epic tale of love and destiny.
The Disney Book May 07 2020 Celebrate movie history and the world of Disney, from the animations and live
action movies to the magical Disney parks and attractions, with The Disney Book. Go behind-the-scenes of
Disney's best-loved animated movies and find out how they were made, follow Disney's entire history using
the timeline, and marvel at beautiful concept art and story sketches. Perfect for Disney fans who want to know
everything about the magical Disney world, The Disney Book delves into their incredible archives and lets

readers explore classic Disney animated and live action movies, wonder at fascinating Disney collectibles and
even see original story sketches from Disney films. Check out "Hero" pages that focus on amazing Disney
props or artworks from the archives, beautifully photographed and annotated. The ideal gift for Disney fans
and animation and movie buffs! Copyright © 2015 Disney.
The Queen's Gambit Oct 12 2020 NOW A MAJOR NETFLIX SERIES starring Anya Taylor-Joy from Academy-Award
nominee Scott Frank and BAFTA nominee Allan Scott 'Superb' Time Out 'Mesmerizing' Newsweek 'Gripping'
Financial Times 'Sheer entertainment. It is a book I reread every few years - for the pure pleasure and skill of
it' Michael Ondaatje 'Don't pick this up if you want a night's sleep' Scotsman When she is sent to an orphanage
at the age of eight, Beth Harmon soon discovers two ways to escape her surroundings, albeit fleetingly:
playing chess and taking the little green pills given to her and the other children to keep them subdued.
Before long, it becomes apparent that hers is a prodigious talent, and as she progresses to the top of the US
chess rankings she is able to forge a new life for herself. But she can never quite overcome her urge to selfdestruct. For Beth, there's more at stake than merely winning and losing. 'Few novelists have written about
genius - and addiction - as acutely as Walter Tevis' The Telegraph
Carrie Pilby Nov 05 2022 Teen Genius (and Hermit) Carrie Pilby's To-Do List: 1. List 10 things you love (and DO
THEM!) 2. Join a club (and TALK TO PEOPLE!) 3. Go on a date (with someone you actually LIKE!) 4. Tell
someone you care (your therapist DOESN'T COUNT!) 5. Celebrate New Year's (with OTHER PEOPLE!) Seriously?
Carrie would rather stay in bed than deal with the immoral, sex-obsessed hypocrites who seem to overrun her
hometown, New York City. She's sick of trying to be like everybody else. She isn't! But when her own therapist
gives her a five-point plan to change her social-outcast status, Carrie takes a hard look at herself—and agrees
to try. Suddenly the world doesn't seem so bad. But is prodigy Carrie really going to dumb things down just to
fit in?
Carrie Pilby Oct 04 2022 Teen Genius (and Hermit) Carrre Pilby’s To-Do List: 1. List 10 things you love (and DO
THEM! ) 2. Join a club (and TALK TO PEOPLE! ) 3. Go on a date (with someone you actually LIKE! ) 4. Tell
someone you care (your therapist DOESN’T COUNT! ) 5. Celebrate New Year’s (with OTHER PEOPLE! )
Carrie Pilby Jul 01 2022
The F Word Feb 13 2021 “Fresh, frank, and fearless. Liza Palmer is a road warrior of contemporary fiction.”
—Georgia Clark, author of The Regulars Olivia Morten is perfect. Maybe she’s constantly hungry, but her body
is to die for. Maybe her high-flying publicist job has taken over her life, but her clients are L.A.’s hottest
celebrities. Maybe her husband is never around, but he is a drop-dead-gorgeous doctor. And maybe her past
harbors an incredibly embarrassing secret, but no one remembers high school...right? When Ben Dunn,
Olivia’s high school arch nemesis and onetime crush, suddenly resurfaces, all of her hard-won perfection
begins to unravel. As she finds herself dredging up long-suppressed memories, she is forced to confront the
most painful truth of all: sometimes who we become isn’t who we really are.
The Carrie Diaries (TV tie-in) Aug 22 2021 Meet Carrie Bradshaw before ‘Sex and the City!’
Carrie Pilby Aug 02 2022 NOW STREAMING ON NETFLIX! “Hilarious” — New York Times Teen Genius (and
Hermit) Carrie Pilby’s To-Do List: 1. List 10 things you love (and do them!) 2. Join a club (and talk to people!)
3. Go on a date (with someone you actually like!) 4. Tell someone you care (your therapist doesn’t count!) 5.
Celebrate New Year’s (with other people!) Seriously? Carrie would rather stay in bed than deal with the
immoral, sex-obsessed hypocrites who seem to overrun her hometown, New York City. She’s sick of trying to
be like everybody else. She isn’t! But when her own therapist gives her a five-point plan to change her socialoutcast status, Carrie takes a hard look at herself—and agrees to try. Suddenly the world doesn’t seem so bad.
But is prodigy Carrie willing to dumb things down just to fit in?
Scavenge the Stars Sep 22 2021 When Amaya rescues a mysterious stranger from drowning, she fears her
rash actions have earned her a longer sentence on the debtor ship where she's been held captive for years.
Instead, the man she saved offers her unimaginable riches and a new identity, setting Amaya on a perilous
course through the coastal city-state of Moray, where old-world opulence and desperate gamblers collide.
Amaya wants one thing: revenge against the man who ruined her family and stole the life she once had. But
the more entangled she becomes in this game of deception-and as her path intertwines with the son of the
man she's plotting to bring down-the more she uncovers about the truth of her past. And the more she
realizes she must trust no one? Packed with high-stakes adventure, romance, and dueling identities, this
gender-swapped retelling of The Count of Monte Cristo is the first novel in an epic YA fantasy duology, perfect
for fans of Sarah J. Maas, Sabaa Tahir, and Leigh Bardugo.
The Forever Engine Jan 15 2021 Original Trade Paperback. The exciting debut of a steampunk masterpiece
from legendary game author and creator of the staple steampunk role playing game, Space: 1889. The
stunning unveiling of a perfectly formed steampunk past, from an author who helped define the genre. London
1888. His Majestys airships troll the sky powered by antigrav liftwood as a cabal of Iron Lords tightens its
hold on a Britain choked by the fumes of industry. Mars has been colonized, and clockwork assassins stalk the
European corridors of power. And somewhere far to the east, the Old Man of the Mountains plots the end of
the world with his Forever Engine. Enter Jack Fargo. Scholar. Former special forces operator in Afghanistan. A
man from our own near future thrust back in time¾or to wherever it is that this Brave Victorian World actually
exists. Aided only by an elderly Scottish physicist, a young British officer of questionable courage, and a
beautiful but mysterious spy for the French Commune, Fargo is a man on a mission: save the future from
irrevocable destruction when the Forever Engine is brought to full power and blows this universe, and our
own, to smithereens. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
About The Forever Engine: _Chadwick balances scientific theory, steampunk imagery, and memorable
characters with flair . . .Ó¾Publishers Weekly "An alternate universe story full of action and political intrigue
in the great tradition of Keith Laumer's Worlds of the Imperium. It'll probably be labeled "steampunk," but this
is the all-too-rare kind of steampunk where the coal dust is black and gritty, engines run hot and stink, steam

boilers are dangerous, and blood-spilling isn't the least bit Victorian."_Eric Flint, New York Times best-selling
alternate history master, creator of the Ring of Fire series About Frank Chadwick's How Dark the World
Becomes: _How Dark the World Becomes is a crackling debut novel that speaks of great things to come! It's
whip-smart, lightning-fast and character-driven¾in short it has everything required to be totally satisfying.
Highly recommended." _Jonathan Maberry, New York Times best-selling author of Assassins Code
Carrie Pilby Sep 03 2022 Teen Genius (and Hermit) Carrie Pilby's To–Do List: 1. List 10 things you love (and DO
THEM!) 2. Join a club (and TALK TO PEOPLE!) 3. Go on a date (with someone you actually LIKE!) 4. Tell
someone you care (your therapist DOESN'T COUNT!) 5. Celebrate New Year's (with OTHER PEOPLE!) Seriously?
Carrie would rather stay in bed than deal with the immoral, sex–obsessed hypocrites who seem to overrun her
hometown, New York City. She's sick of trying to be like everybody else. She isn't! But when her own therapist
gives her a five–point plan to change her social–outcast status, Carrie takes a hard look at herself–and agrees
to try. Suddenly the world doesn't seem so bad. But is prodigy Carrie willing to dumb things down just to fit
in?
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